Abstract
Introduction

22
Number sense, an ability to estimate numbers without counting (Burr and Here, we show that number tuning of neurons can spontaneously arise in completely 49 untrained DNNs, enabling the network to perform a number discrimination task. Using a model 50 network designed from the structure of a biological visual pathway, we found that number-51 selective neurons are observed in randomly initialized DNNs as well as in those trained with 52 natural images. The responses of these neurons enabled the network to perform a number 53 comparison task in this case. We also found that these number neurons show single-and 54 multi-neuron characteristics that were observed in the brain following the Weber-Fechner law.
55
From further investigations, we found that number neurons can originate solely from the weight 56 variation of feedforward projections. Our findings suggest that innate number sense originates 57 from number-tuned neurons that emerge spontaneously from the physical wiring of circuits 58 during the early development stage.
60
Results
61
Emergence of number selectivity in networks trained for object classification 62 Number-selective neurons have been observed in various species, the response of which is 63 maximized for a stimulus encoding a specific numerosity ( (Nieder and Merten, 2007) (Fig. 1D) . With a test design introduced in earlier stimulus size, density, and area (set 1, circular dots of the same size; set 2, dots equal the 88 total dot area; set 3, items of different geometric shapes with an equal overall convex hull). As 89 a result, we confirmed that neurons tuned to various instances of numerosity were observed 90 as reported (Fig. 1E) . We also confirmed that these neurons satisfy the Weber-Fechner law, Spontaneous emergence of number-selective neurons in untrained networks 95 Subsequently, to examine whether the training process for object classification is essential for 96 the emergence of number-selective units, we devised an untrained AlexNet by randomly 97 permuting the weights of filters in each convolutional layer ( Fig. 2A; permuted AlexNet) such 98 that the network loses its ability to classify objects ( Fig. 2B; permuted AlexNet despite the fact that the network was never trained with visual stimuli after the blank response as the numerosity in the stimulus increased (Fig. 3A, top) . In contrast, we 144 observed that increasing units (N = 1,474 ± 217 in Conv4; 2.27 ± 0.33% of all units) showed 145 blank responses close to zero, with their responses increasing from that level as the 146 numerosity increased (Fig. 3A, bottom) .
147
We hypothesized that these increasing and decreasing units can be the building were most frequently observed such that the ratio of tuned neurons increases as the preferred 158 numerosity decreases to 1 or increases to 30 (Fig. 3C) . This result implies that tuning to fit of the averaged tuning curve increased on a linear scale (Fig. 3D) as the numerosity 162 increases, following the Weber-Fechner law.
163
Next, we examined whether the number-selective neurons observed in conv5 of the 164 permuted AlexNet show expected bias in feedforward input weights between decreasing and 165 increasing units (Fig. 3E, left) . We measured all connections from decreasing and increasing 166 units in the previous layer and compared the average weights from decreasing units with those 167 from the increasing units (Fig. 3E, right) . As predicted, neurons tuned to smaller numbers 168 received stronger inputs from decreasing units while neurons tuned to larger numbers 169 received stronger inputs from increasing units (Fig. 3F) , implying that the observed neuronal First, we observed that the randomized AlexNet with weight variations equivalent to 182 the pre-trained conditions (weight variation factor, = 100%) also generated neurons tuned 183 for numerosity, as observed previously (Fig. 4B, left) . We then gradually reduced the weight (Fig. 4B, right and 4C) . Importantly,
188
we found that the number of selective neurons suddenly decreased when the weight variation 189 was reduced to less than 70% of that in the pre-trained network ( Fig. 4D ; r 2 of the fit for the The stimulus sets used in this work were designed based on earlier work (Nasr et al., 2019) . the average distance between neighboring dots is constrained in a narrow range (90 -100 282 pixels). In set 3, a convex hull of the dots was fixed as a regular pentagon, the circumference 283 of which is 647 pixels. The shape of each dot was determined to be that of a circle, a rectangle,
284
an ellipse, and a triangle with an equal probability for each. Fifty images were generated for each combination of the numerosity and the stimulus set, meaning that 50× 16× 3 = 2400 286 images were used in total to evaluate the responses of the network units. numerosity of the sample stimulus is greater than that of the test stimulus. In this case, 100 319 sample stimuli were generated for each form of numerosity (1600 stimuli in total) and the test 320 stimuli for each sample were generated while avoiding the numerosity of the corresponding 321 sample stimulus. To calculate the average tuning curves for the correct and incorrect trials,
322
the tuning curve of each neuron was normalized so that response for the preferred 323 numerosity in the correct trial was mapped to 1.
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